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exponential decay is most likely due to di/Terent mole
cules having di/Terent interactions with the surround
ings. This is discussed thoroughly by other authors,7-t3 
who propose representing the decay as a summation of 
exponentialR. The reaRons for representing the decay as 
a Rummation of exponentials are not important for the 
interprctal ion of t he pressure data Ilnd thus will nol he 
considered hne. 111 this work they are repres!' nted as 
such mORt Iy hecause it is a convenient method of 
characteri7.ing them . 

I. EFFECT OF PRESSURE ON FLUORESCEIN AND 
DICHLOROFLUORESCEIN PHOSPHORS 

Fluorescein and dichlorofluoresccin are discussed 
together because of their similar structural formulas 
and their simil;lr characteristics under pressure. The 
results are presented and discussed in three partR: (1) 
the e/Tect of pressure on the absorption spectra ancl 
decay rates of the two compounds, (2) the e/Tect of 
pressure on the emission Rpectra of fluorescein, and (3) 
an interpretation of the results. 

Figure 3 shows the shift of the absorption maxima 
with pressure. These correspond to the So-tSt transit ion 
in Fig. 2. They both exhibit a single peak which shifts 
recl with pressure, dichlorofluoreRccin Rhifting R1ightly 
more than fluorescei n. However, the most. important 
characteristic that they both exhibit is the large red 
shift of their low-energy edges. These shifts, presented 
in Fig. 4, are much larger than the shift of their respec
tive peak maxima. They are important because they 
represent the shift of the lower edge of the St state from 
whence the alpha emission takes place. This large shift 
of t he red edge is not completely understood. It mn not 
be explained by a simple broadening of the peak since 
there is no simililar effect observed on its blue edge. ~t 
corresponds to a change of shape of the SI state as 
illustrated in Fig. 2(b). 

Atmospheric decays were measured for both fluo
rescein and dichlorofluorescein each with concentrations 
ranging from 10-3 to 10-6 gig. In both cases the decay 
was found to be independent of concentration. A filter 
with a transmission peak at 22 720 cm-I was used on the 

J exciting light so as to excite only the first excited singlet 
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state, and a constant shutter speed of 54.6 rpm was 
maintained Cor all the decay measurements. 

It was found that the decay of both fluorescein and 
dichlorofluoresccin could be represented by a summa
of two exponentials. The component decay times as a 
Cunct ion oC pre~sure are presented in Figs. 5 and 6 for 
lIuorescein. The results for dichlorofluore~cein were 
qualitatively similar although both fast and slow decay 
rates were 4- 5 times faster at each preRsure. The e/Tect 
of pressure on t hc decay of two concentrations of 
fluorescein were measured and found to be the same, so 
pressure e/Tects were measured for only one concentra
tion of dichlorofluoresccin. 

In all cases hot h components showed shorter decay 
times at the hi~her pressures. At the same time the 
fract ion the initial intensity due to the rapid decay 
increased with pressure, from 30% at 1 khar to about 
50% at. S4 kbar. The question of how each path of decay, 
alpha and beta, is being affected by pressure will be 
discussed below. Measurements indicated that the total 
initial intcnsity oC emission was substantially independ
ent of pressure for both compounds. 

The emission spectra of fluorescein at pressures from 
o to 54 kbar is presented in Fig. 7. Thc dottcd portion 
of t hc ('urves in t.hese and similar figures indicate regions 
where t he film sensitivity changes rapidly so that the 
darkening density could not be establishcd accurat.ely. 
At atmospheric pressure there are two distinct peaks 
located at 17 560 and 204RO cm-I , representing beta 
and alpha emission, respectively.3-4 The red peak does 
not shift measurably with pressure. However, the blue 
peak sh ifts red roughly between 1200 ancl 1400 CI11-1 in 
54 kbar. Both thc location and thc shift of this pcak 
corrcsponds closely with that of the low-energy edge of 
the absorption peak. This evidence helps to justify thc 
assignment of this peak to alpha emission, the SI-tSO 
transition, because one would expect the emission peak 
to be located near the low-energy edge of the absorption 
peak for transitions between the same two states. 3 It 
would thus shift with this edge. It is also noted that 
there does not appear to be a large change in the relative 
intensities of the two peaks. There may be a slight 
decrease in the relative intensity of the blue peak, but 
this is hard to verify with certainty. 

The emission spectra of fluorescein in Fig. 7 shows 
how the relative positions of its SI and TI states are 
changing with pressure. This is important because the 
rate of beta decay depends on the amount of mixing 
that the TJ state has with S states near it, or thus the 
amount of singlet character it assumes. This mixing is 
a function of the energy difference between the Tl and 
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